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            Founded in 1976, the Environmental Studies program laid the early foundation for the UO’s strong track record in environmental research and teaching. Our excellence has helped to inspire and energize the Provost’s Environment Initiative.
With 26 core faculty and more than 100 participating faculty from 30 campus departments and programs, Environmental Studies sets the standard in interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration. Our teaching and research spans across the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, design fields, and education.
Our degree programs are flexible and tailored to meet specific educational and career goals, providing students with the opportunities to work alongside world-class scholars and researchers, develop concrete skills and analytical abilities, and gain hands-on experience relevant to careers in government agencies, non-government organizations, private industry, and academic fields.


      



              








  

            Environmental Studies Commencement Ceremony
Sunday, June 16, 2024  
1:00–3:00 p.m.  
East Campus Green (Law Lawn)
More Commencement information


      



              



        




  

            600+
students majoring in Environmental Studies and Environmental Science combined


100+
participating faculty


30+
participating departments and programs


40+
years of high-impact teaching and research





      



              




    



  

            What you can do with a degree in Environmental Studies or Environmental Science
A degree in Environmental Studies or Environmental Science opens the door to hundreds of possible career paths, include public planning, environmental consulting, education, ecological restoration and conservation, resource management, green business, and recycling and waste prevention.
Our alumni have excelled in careers such as campaign representative, bike transportation planner, community organizer, utility forester, science teacher, communications manager, sustainability analyst, field energy specialist, or park ranger.
Undergraduate

Graduate Students
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How Environmental Studies Expands Your Horizons
"Environmental Studies at the UO was far more than an academic experience; it was a jolt into a new way of understanding my place in the world. The diverse community of talented, value-aligned people challenged and inspired me to stretch my horizons. I will always be grateful for the Environmental Studies program for supporting me in entering the next chapter of my career and life."
—Raj Vable, MS Environmental Studies '12, Founder, Young Mountain Tea






      



              




    



  

            Our Degree Programs
In the Environmental Studies program, you can learn how to make positive changes for the environment and society, prepare yourself for meaningful work in a growing job sector, take advantage of hands-on learning experiences with issues of global importance, customize your course plan to align with your academic and career goals, and gain a deeper and more holistic understanding of the world around you.
Undergraduate Degrees
Environmental Studies (BA or BS)
Environmental Science (BA or BS)
Environmental Studies Minor
Environmental Humanities Minor

Graduate Degrees
Environmental Studies (MA or MS)
Environmental Sciences, Studies and Policy (PhD)
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Declare or Change Major
Visit UO
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Environmental Justice Initiatives
We recognize that many social justice issues intersect with environmental issues, and every community must collaborate on environmental solutions. These include working to make land access equitable to all, correcting the legacy of environmental racism, and allying with Indigenous communities in our work against climate change, which disproportionately impacts their lives and livelihoods. Faculty in the Environmental Studies department have organized conferences, symposia and initiatives that emphasize the intersectional nature of social and environmental issues through disciplines like environmental justice, environmental humanities and environmental policy. One example of this work, an intercollegiate and regional partnership called the Pacific Northwest Just Futures Institute, has been funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
PNW Just Futures Institute
Center for Environmental Futures
Tribal Climate Change Project
Environmental Justice, Race and Public Lands Symposium
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Service-Learning in our Community
Led by instructors Peg Boulay and Katie Lynch, the Environmental Leadership Program is a collaborative, interdisciplinary service-learning program that matches student teams with non-profit organizations, governmental agencies, and businesses to address local environmental needs.
Environmental Leadership Program
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Learn from Experts in the Field
Research in Environmental Studies is highly interdisciplinary and aimed at solving major environmental problems affecting people and ecosystems. Our faculty include leading scholars in the natural sciences, social sciences, environmental humanities, and design who work collaboratively with community partners and researchers all over the world.
The Environmental Studies program is outward-facing, meaning our faculty work with and in real-world communities for both teaching and research – even in other countries. Faculty in the Environmental Studies program regularly welcome undergraduate students into laboratory research, and nearly all our faculty serve as mentors to graduate students.
Research
Faculty and Staff Directory
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Get Real World Experience
Whether it’s through experiential learning in the Environmental Leadership Program, work experience in an environmentally focused internship, pursuing research toward a thesis, or joining one of our many field-based courses, students in the Environmental Studies program have many avenues to discover how our discipline applies to life beyond campus.
Hands-on Learning








      



              

  






  

            Scholarships & Funding
Undergraduate students have a range of scholarships available to them through both the College of Arts and Sciences and university-wide programs. Being a Graduate Employee in the Environmental Studies department offers our graduate students income as they gain experience through teaching and assisting with courses and discussion sections. We also offer reimbursement to graduate students for research expenditures on an annual basis, and an annual graduate student teaching award.
Undergraduate Scholarships
Graduate Funding


Academic Support
Our undergraduate coordinator meets with prospective students to discuss Environmental Studies program opportunities and expectations, and helps connect current students to resources, such as Tykeson Advising, the Office of the Registrar’s petition process, and potential faculty research advisors. We also offer perspective from our Ecopeers, who are student workers available to chat about their experiences.
Undergraduate Advising
Support for Graduate Students





      



              




    



  

            Land Acknowledgement
The University of Oregon is located on Kalapuya Ilihi, the traditional indigenous homeland of the Kalapuya people. Following treaties between 1851 and 1855, Kalapuya people were dispossessed of their indigenous homeland by the United States government and forcibly removed to the Coast Reservation in Western Oregon. Today, Kalapuya descendants are primarily citizens of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde and the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, and they continue to make important contributions to their communities, to the UO, to Oregon, and to the world.
In following the Indigenous protocol of acknowledging the original people of the land we occupy, we also extend our respect to the nine federally recognized Indigenous Nations of Oregon: the Burns Paiute Tribe, the Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians, the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde, the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, the Coquille Indian Tribe, the Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Tribe of Indians, and the Klamath Tribes. We express our respect to the many more tribes who have ancestral connections to this territory, as well as to all other displaced Indigenous peoples who call Oregon home. Hayu masi.


      



              



        




  

            Give to the Environmental Studies Program

Give to the Environmental Leadership Program
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Accounting for carbon from forest to estuary





October 9, 2023





INDIGENOUS, RACE, AND ETHNIC STUDIES; NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES-The issue of climate change is so large it’s easy to feel powerless. How can any one person, community, or institution tackle a problem global in scale, in which the unintended consequences of choices made on one side of the globe affects people on the other? The short answer is, they can’t. But by mitigating the effects of a changing climate in a local area, groups of people can have an impact and provide an example for other communities to do the same.
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Hazelnut researchers cover new ground with sustainable method





September 22, 2023





BIOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES - The Hallett Lab is collecting samples to test a new, more sustainable way to farm hazelnuts. Steve Haring, a postdoctoral researcher in the Hallett Lab, is studying what happens when cover crops, such as native wildflowers, are used as beds around the trees.
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Graduate students ready to put conference lessons into action





September 4, 2023





ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES - After a recent week in Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands, five UO graduate students have returned ready to use what they learned to help local communities plan for a more sustainable future.
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          Social Sciences
College of Arts and Sciences
Admissions
Academics
Research
Experiential Learning
Advising

Scholarships
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Directory
About


Join our community of generous and loyal supporters by making a gift to one of the areas below, or choose from our full list of department and program funds to support your favorite.
CAS Dean's Excellence Fund

CAS Scholarship Fund

CAS Graduate Support Fund



        

        
          

            
                            College of Arts and Sciences Dean's Office

                
    1030 East 13th Ave
    Eugene,     OR     97403-1245              
        
        Office: Tykeson Hall , Fourth Floor        
      

              
      
P: 541-346-3902
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